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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 

DO NOT MISS IT!! The MGS is having an all day seminar 

February 16th, 2013 with Dick Eastman.  Details are 

provided below, and with a link to our announcement and 

registration form. The seminar is not to be missed by any 

of us, our “cousins”, or friends.  Sign-up today. 

ATTEND OUR MEETINGS!!  There is something for 

everyone.  Bring a friend, or tell your acquaintances about 

the meetings. In the new year, we will feature 

presentations on Irish Research (Donna Moughty),  

Anglican Church Records (George Morgan),  Land Records 

& Tax Records" (Bryan Mulcahy), and Northeast 

Migrations (Phyllis Doucette). Don’t miss out on learning a 

bit more about some key subjects. These meetings are 

followed by our Computer Special Interest Group meeting, 

which is a short presentation on a computer related topic 

pertinent to genealogy, or directed at effective use of the 

“digital world”. 

Our meetings bring together folks with a common interest 

– genealogy.  We have some real experts among us, so use 

this potential resource to aid your research.  Be open.  Ask 

for help from those among us.  Or, be a mentor for others 

looking for your expertise.  Bring your “cousin” or friend to 

a meeting.  Help us grow in these exciting times.  Bring us 

your thoughts and suggestions.  Don’t be bashful.  Happy 

researching! 

Jim Reger, President 
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MGS Winter Seminar with Dick Eastman 
 

Don’t Miss This Event. 
The Date: Saturday, February 16, 2013 

The Place: Bethel Baptist Church, 30th Ave. W., Bradenton 

Speaker: Dick Eastman; Dick is publisher of Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter 

More information is posted on our website at http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~flmgs/.  

You will find a PDF Announcement Flyer with topics, costs, time, directions to location, and a 

registration form.  Do not miss this MGS special event. Sign-up today. 

 
______________________________________________ 

 

Deeds and Genealogical Research 
 

Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian,  

Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL  

 

The most important type of land records are deeds. Deeds can point to a buyer or seller residing in 

another place. They can also confirm the name of a spouse and the names of other owners of the 

adjacent properties. Since families were once much closer than in our modern family structures, 

these adjacent property owners frequently were related to one another. Deeds have proven to be 

far more reliable than census records as a source for verifying the location of particular persons 

at a specific point in time. Deeds are documents by which title to real property is conveyed from 

one party to another. The conveyer or seller of property is known as the grantor. The receiver or 

buyer of property is known as the grantee. There are various types of deeds. 

Warranty Deed: 

Most common type of deed, used to convey title from a party who has clear title to the property 

and pledges to defend that title. 

Quitclaim Deeds: 

Constitutes a release of whatever right or interest the grantor or grantors may have in the 

property being conveyed. This form of deed is often used when a landowner dies intestate and the 

land descends to his heirs. To convey the land to a new owner, the heirs, either individually or as a 

group, convey their interests in the land by means of one or more quitclaim deeds. 

Deed of Trust: 

Form of mortgage whereby title to property is conveyed to one or more trustees in order to secure 

payment of a debt. When the debt has been paid, a deed of release is executed, which restores 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~flmgs/
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clear title to the original owner. If default occurs, the trustee disposes of the property through 

public sale and uses the proceeds from the sale to satisfy the debt. In a deed of trust, the grantor 

is known as the party of the first part, the grantee as the party of the second part, and the 

trustee as the party of the third part. 

Deed of Gift: 

Warranty deed that conveys property without a normal purchase price. This deed is most often 

used to convey land from a father to a son. The consideration may be stated in terms such as "for 

the natural love and affection I bear him" or "as long as he/she provides care for his elderly 

mother." 

Lease and Release: 

In some colonies the device of a lease and release was used to avoid payment to the colonial 

government of a land transfer fee. The property owner would lease the land for a period of time to 

the person who wished to purchase it. Subsequently, for a fee the owner would execute a release 

transferring all remaining rights to the land. The entire process had the same legal effect as the 

execution of a deed. 

Dower Release: 

This may be recorded immediately following a deed. By this document the grantor’s wife released 

her dower rights in the land being conveyed. 

 

The information contained in deeds vary depending on the amount of information collected and 

circumstances existing at the time the deed was written. The most important pieces of information 

usually include the following elements: 

1. Date of conveyance. 

2. Name of the grantor and place of residence. 

3. Name of the grantee and place of residence. 

4. Monetary consideration or other motive for the conveyance. 

5. Description of the property being conveyed. 

6. Signature or mark of the grantor. 

7. Signatures of witnesses. 

8. Date or dates of acknowledgment by the grantor and recording of the deed. 

 

This is an important building block in the foundation of genealogical research. Information found in 

deeds often point researchers towards other records. 

 

BLM - Genealogy Research Tips - August 2012 
 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Mocavo.com™ – Don’t Search Without It 

 
Article by Carolyn L. Barkley 

This article originally appeared on the blog, www.genealogyandfamilyhistory.com, June 22, 2012. 

Permission to reprint blog articles is granted to historical and genealogical organizations. 

 

Mocavo is an interesting word. It rolls comfortably around the tongue, evoking images somehow 

dark and mysterious. In actuality, it represents a breath of fresh air in the world of search 

engines and genealogical research. If you are tired of Google searches which yield thousands of 

hits, most of which are extraneous to your research needs, look no further than Mocavo. This 

powerful search engine searches only family history resources – no more hits on Facebook sites, 

etc. 

Mocavo is a new company, with its site launched just over a year ago (16 March 2011), but has 

strong genealogical leadership. Its CEO, Cliff Shaw, founded GenForum in the late 1990s, and went 

on to found Pearl Street Software and BackUpMyTree, as well as Smart Matching™, an ancestor-

matching algorithm technology. Other members of the team include, most notably, Michael J. 

Leclerc, Chief Genealogist, who joined Mocavo after many years with the New England Historic 

Genealogical Society, as well as individuals with experience with Facebook, Adobe, and various 

other publication and social media sites. 

The site’s strength lies in its search capabilities. The company’s blog announcing the March 2011 

launch1 stated “Starting today, the general public can use Mocavo.com for free. Visitors to 

www.mocavo.com are simply required to type in the names of interest and click on Search. All 

related results from industry sources such as genealogy message boards, family trees, state and 

local historical societies, the Library of Congress, National Archives, Ellis Island, Find A Grave, the 

Internet Archive, various U. S. state archives, and many tens of thousands of genealogy sites built 

by individuals will be displayed. Similar to other search engines, Mocavo.com honors site owners by 

linking directly to their content.” Cliff Shaw was also quoted2: “Genealogy has always had the 

problem of information and potential clues being spread across thousands of disparate web sites 

and sources. Imagine a world where you have all of the Web’s free genealogy content at your 

fingertips within seconds. That is Mocavo.com.” By the end of 2011, Mocavo had debuted Mocavo 

Plus, a subscription-based search engine ($79.95 per year) with enhanced features. 

Here’s an example: 

I am interested in an ancestor named Royal Buffington, born in Windham, Connecticut, on 17 July 

1791, who married Eunice Morse in 1810; they had nine children. During his lifetime, Royal lived in 

Palmer, Massachusetts. Having completed little research on this branch of the family, I do not, at 

this time, know when or where he died. If I do a Google search for “Royal Buffington,” I am 

presented with a list of 367,000 results. However, the top four results relate to a Buffington 

Design LLC in Royal Oak, Michigan. It is only when I get to the fifth and sixth results that I find 

http://www.genealogyandfamilyhistory.com/
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genealogically-related information. Out of the first ten results, only three are related to my 

search. 

With Mocavo, a basic, or keyword, search for “Royal Buffington” provides 10,899 results. Many of 

these, however, do not pertain to my Royal Buffington. With Mocavo Plus, however, I can search 

using the Advanced Search Feature to limit my search more specifically to the desired individual. 

This feature allows me to enter first name alternates, select “sounds like” for a surname, enter a 

birth, marriage, death or “any” event date (year, month, date) and location. I can also indicate that 

I want an entire county searched. In addition, I can indicate exclusions (words or websites), so 

that if I don’t want to look at individual family trees that have been posted on a family tree site, 

these results will be excluded. 

Turning to Macavo Plus, I entered all the information I knew (and yes, I know that less information 

is probably the better search, but I wanted to know what would happen). I entered given name, 

surname, birth date, birth location, and general death location (Massachusetts). There were no 

results. However, a very useful service is the ability to enter your email address in order to be 

contacted if information matching your search is found on the site at a later date. I then tried the 

search removing the birth place –  still no results. Once I removed all birth information (date and 

place), I received a list of nine results. Among this list was a list of selectmen from the town of 

Palmer, Massachusetts, which included Royal Buffington in 1839 and 1840.3 Also included was 

information from a compiled Upham genealogy,and several family trees. Most useful, with new 

information, was a link to a Find a Grave memorial4 which stated that Royal Buffington died on 23 

December 1877 and was buried in Hillcrest Cemetery in Belchertown, Hampshire County, 

Massachusetts. While the entry stated that his birth date was unknown, the rest of the 

information seems to coincide with what I knew about the family, as his daughter and my third 

great-grandmother, Cynthia Jane Buffington, lived in Belchertown by at least 1836, and died there 

in 1899. The family tree links provided as a result of this search have not provided specific 

information on Royal, himself; they include him, but do not trace him further. Nevertheless, there 

is useful sibling information included for several generations, plus references to Swansea, in Bristol 

County, Massachusetts, which open up further avenues for research. 

The real message here is that I did not need to narrow a Google search with 367,000 results, nor a 

basic Mocavo search with almost 11,000. I could narrow my results to just nine, and for each entry 

I could (1) mark that I had read it before; (2) indicate if it was the person about whom I was 

interested; and/or specify (3) perhaps a good match; (4) not the person I was looking for; (5) or a 

broken link. This search has piqued my interest in further analysis of these Royal Buffington 

results in order to document information more exactly. In addition, my next trip to Massachusetts 

will include a trip to Hillcrest Cemetery. As many of the known individuals connected to this family 

are buried in Mt. Hope Cemetery in Belchertown, I am curious who else of interest might be in 

Hillcrest. 

I also searched for Royal’s wife, Eunice Morse, in a search that included only her name, her birth 

year (1794), and birth place (Uxbridge, Massachusetts). I received a list of forty results. As many 

of these did not seem to pertain to my Eunice Morse, I edited the search to include her death 
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date (1864). This revision narrowed the results to thirty-three. I then redid the search excluding 

results dealing with Framingham, Massachusetts. This reduced the number to three, but none 

seemed pertinent. I made one last search – this time for Eunice’s father, Joseph, born in Uxbridge, 

in 1761. Two hundred twenty results were listed, so clearly I am going to have to continue to refine 

this search. By adding a marriage date, I narrowed the results to 176, some of which, at a cursory 

glance, look applicable. 

I hope that these sample searches provide you with an idea of the usefulness and power of the 

Mocavo search engine. Be sure to investigate some of the other functionality on the site, “like” 

Mocavo on Facebook (or your favorite social media site), and read Michael LeClerc’s blog articles 

regularly. Finally, if you subscribe to Mocavo Plus, you may want to upload your tree and receive 

email updates containing new possible matches to your ancestors. I will definitely use Mocavo on a 

regular basis to quickly locate family history information quickly without the irritation of non-

genealogical results. 

 

______________________ 

 

1 “Mocavo.com Launches as World’s Largest Free Genealogy Search Engine,” Mocavo Genealogy 

Blog, 16 March 2011 (http://www.mocavo.com/blog/read/mocavo-com-launches-today : accessed 20 

June 2012). 

2 Ibid. 

3 Temple, J. H., History of the Town of Palmer, Massachusetts, Early Known as the Elbow Tract… 

(Palmer, Mass: Town of Palmer, 1889), 330, Digital images. Mocavo 

(http://www.mocavo.com/docs/History-of-the-town-of-Palmer-Massachusetts-early-known-as-the-

Elbow-Tract-including-records-of-the-plantation-district-and-town-1716-1889-With-a-

genealogical-register-1889/374#374 : accessed 20 June 2012). 

4 Memorial Page for Royal Buffington, d. 23 December 1877, buried in Hillcrest Cemetery, 

Belchertown, Hampshire County, Massachusetts, Find A Grave 10 January 2011 

(http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page-gr&GRid=64016613 : accessed 20 June 2012). 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

 

Maryland Probate Research  
Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian,  

Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL  
 

 

One of the best resources for anyone performing probate related research in 17th century 

Maryland is the multi-volume set Abstracts of the Testamentary Proceedings of the Prerogative 
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Court of Maryland by noted Maryland genealogist Vernon L. Skinner, Jr. who brings many years of 

research expertise to this project.  While the primary focus is on Maryland, researchers have 

reported locating ancestors residing in adjacent border counties in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and 

Delaware, whose names appeared in these Maryland probate court proceedings for a variety of 

reasons. 

Mr. Skinner researched 17th century administration, bond, will, inventory, administration accounts, 

and final balance entries to produce these important records.  The abstracts are arranged 

chronologically by court session. For the most part, the transcriptions state the names of the 

principals (testators, heirs, witnesses, administrators, and so forth) as well as details of bequests, 

names of slaves, appraisers, and more.  This set helps researchers indentify probate references to 

many 17th century Marylanders whose existence and activities may have otherwise remained 

hidden in some very good but obscure records. 

The Prerogative Court was located in Annapolis, Maryland’s colonial capital.  It was organized in a 

similar manner to the Prerogative Court of Canterbury.  The Maryland Prerogative Court served as 

the primary jurisdiction handling all probate matters occurring in Maryland during the colonial era.  

As the colony grew in population, the administration of probate matters was eventually delegated 

to the several county courts.  However, most important documents related to probate continued to 

be filed at the Prerogative Court and not in the corresponding county. 

The most important documents, from a genealogical research perspective included court docket 

information, administration bonds, wills, inventories, administration accounts, and final balances.   

If an estate administrator or executor was negligent in filing appropriate documents in a timely 

manner, then the court summons will appear in the entry as well. 

  
______________________________ 

 

 

Tracing Indentured Servant Ancestors 
Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian,  

Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL  

 

 

Indentured servitude was the historical practice of contracting to work for a fixed period of time.  

Typically it is for a period of three to seven years, in exchange for transportation, food, clothing, 

lodging and other necessities during the term of indenture.  An indenture was a legal contract 

enforced by the courts.  Indentures could not marry without the permission of their owner, were 

subject to physical punishment, and saw their obligation to labor enforced by the courts.  To 

ensure uninterrupted work by the female servants, the law lengthened the term of their indenture 

if they became pregnant.  But unlike slaves, servants could look forward to a release from bondage.  

At the end of their term they received a payment known as "freedom dues" and become free 

members of society.  
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The practice was popular in England and throughout Europe.  It provided an efficient method of 

populating the North American colonies with a reliable labor force.  Ports of entry such as  Boston, 

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans thrived as merchants, 

wealthy businessmen, ship captains’, etc. engaged in various types of trade and commerce while 

benefitting from the continual flow of indentured servitude contacts processed through the local 

courts within, or in close proximity, to these jurisdictions.  

Emigrants who were unable to pay costs associated with passage would sell themselves into service 

for a specific period of time in return for the cost of passage and provisions.  Ship captains’ would 

transport the indentured servants to the colonies, and sell their legal papers to someone who 

needed workers.  When the ship arrived, the captain would often advertise in a newspaper that 

indentured servants were for sale.   

This process may have involved signing a contract with an emigrant agent or auctioning themselves 

off to the highest bidder upon arrival.  The latter group was often referred to as “redemptioners”.  

Emigrant agents sometimes worked for the shipping company, ship captain, wealthy businessmen, or 

local merchants.  Upon arrival at the port of entry, the contracts were processed in local courts 

and sold to the highest bidders.   

In the North American colonies, merchants, land owners, and businesses often found it problematic 

to hire free workers, primarily because cash was in short supply.  The most economically sensible 

solution was to pay the passage of a young worker from places like England and Europe, who would 

work for several years to pay off the travel costs debt.  During that indenture period the servants 

were not paid wages, but they were provided food, room, clothing, and training.  Most white 

immigrants arriving in the American colonies did so as indentured servants. 

Indentured servants were a separate category from bound apprentices.  The latter were children, 

usually orphans or from an impoverished family who could not care for them.  They were under the 

control of courts and were bound out to work as an apprentice until a certain age.  Many 

immediately set out to begin their own farms, while others used their newly acquired skills to 

pursue a trade. 

 

_____________________________ 

 

 

Historic Congressional Cemetery 
Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian,  

Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL  
 

The Historic Congressional Cemetery, located in Washington, DC, is one of the most significant, yet 

little known, historic landmarks in America.  Founded in 1807, the cemetery began as a public, then 

church-owned property known as the Christ Church, Washington Parish Burial Ground, for citizens 

in the new Federal city of Washington.  The cemetery was located on a thirty-three-acre tract of 
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land in what is now the Capitol Hill area.  It soon became the first and only cemetery of national 

memory until the creation of the National Military Cemetery Administration following the Civil 

War. The large number of prominent politicians such as Thomas Jefferson and other city and 

government officials who regularly worshipped at Christ Church undoubtedly impacted this process. 

Beginning in 1816, when the first plots were set aside by the vestry for the burial of congressmen, 

the cemetery was primarily used for burials of Federal officials.  By 1821, thirteen members of 

Congress, two vice presidents, and numerous military and government officials were interred there. 

Today over 55,000 people are buried in the Historic Congressional Cemetery, including Vice 

Presidents, Supreme Court Justices, Cabinet Members, United States Senators and 

Representatives, one of whom was a former Speaker of the House.  Veterans from every American 

war along with a host of notable private citizens such as J. Edgar Hoover, Alexander Macomb, John 

Philip Sousa and co-conspirator David Herold, who was involved in the assassination of Abraham 

Lincoln, are buried in the cemetery. 

While the cemetery was never designated as a Federal institution, Congress appropriated monies 

for the expansion, enhancement, and maintenance of the grounds between 1823 and 1876 and 

funded the gatehouse, public vault, paving, and fencing, as well as the cenotaphs, and funerals for 

congressmen buried there. Ultimately, 168 cenotaphs were constructed and the site became  linked 

to the nation's and national capital's history from the War of 1812 through the Civil War.  

The most visible representation of Federal influence was the construction of the austere, 

neoclassical Congressional cenotaphs, monuments whose design is attributed to Benjamin Henry 

Latrobe, the first Surveyor of Public Works, who worked most notably on the Capitol and White 

House. The form and material chosen for the cenotaphs linked them directly to these two 

buildings, which were the principal instances of contemporary Federal construction in Washington. 

Later, a graded and graveled road provided direct access to the cemetery from the Capitol. This 

road, along with a dedicated gateway and public vault, also funded by the government, provided a 

ceremonial approach for Federal funeral processions. 

Today, most of the monuments still remain, and represent an excellent collection of funerary art 

exemplifying many of the nation's artistic, architectural, and technological aspirations and 

advances throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries. The cemetery also has a fine collection of 

19th  century tombs in various styles, materials, and forms. It was a popular local destination and 

Memorial Day services in particular drew thousands of visitors well into the 20th century.  The 

cemetery was listed on the National Register of Historical Places on June 23, 1969 and designated 

a National Historical Landmark in 2011. The cemetery is still owned by Christ Church but since 

1976 it has been managed by the Association for the Preservation of Historic Congressional 

Cemetery (APHCC). 

BLM 11/6/2012 

____________________________________________ 
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PUBLICATION NOTICE: Every effort is made to publish accurate information. However, the Society 

assumes NO RESPONSIBILITY for the accuracy of any published materials. Established errors will be 

corrected in the next issue. Contact Information: Manatee Genealogical Society, PO Box 1194, Bradenton, FL 

34206, or mgs.society@gmail.com 
 


